
 

Packet 4 
 
1. In one scene, this character conducts an interview with Martin Amer of BBC 12’s The World Tonight, 

and admits that he “enjoys working with people."  After one character’s mother says, “See you next 
Wednesday," this character wishes a happy birthday to a character played by Gary Lockwood. At a 
different point in the film, this character starts singing the (*) second verse of a song he learned from 
an instructor named Langley, likely so that this character could quickly get to the lyrics “I’m half crazy.” 
Hunter, Kimball, and Kaminsky never speak a line before they are killed by this character, who can read 
lips very well despite malfunctioning. For 10 points, identify this character disconnected by Dave Bowman 
before the USS Discovery reaches Jupiter, represented by a red camera eye. 
ANSWER: HAL-9000 <MOV> <TE> 
 

2. Scenes inside of a base on this planet were shot at the Norman Foster-designed Canary Wharf station 
in London. A soldier named Pao yells “Karabast!” before retreating during a battle on this planet. 
After being handed a weapon on this planet, a character comments “your behavior… is continually 
(*) unexpected.” On this planet, two guards having a conversation about T-15s becoming obsolete were 
knocked out by a team planting demolition charges. Its name supposedly came from a Starbucks barista 
misspelling the first name of director Gareth Edwards. After explosions start going off by landing pads, a 
character in a base here shouts “are we blind, deploy the garrison!” For 10 points, name this planet home to 
the Death Star plans stolen in Rogue One. 
ANSWER: Scarif  <STW> <VP> 
 

3. These people attacked a ship on its way from Bernadette to Newhall. After being rescued, a survivor 
of that attack keeps muttering "No mercy, no resistance" and "cattle for the slaughter." When 
discussing where these people came from, a character notes that he’s been to the edge of space, and it 
just looked like more space. Dead (*) bodies from Haven are draped on the bow of a ship prior to 
traveling through territory belonging to these people. Zero point one percent of the population transformed 
into these people when G-23 Paxilon hydrochlorate was added to air processors on the newly terraformed 
planet of Miranda. For 10 points, identify these vicious, insane humans that terrorize ships in the Firefly 
universe.  
ANSWER: Reavers <FIR> <VP> 
 

4. The first encountered member of this organization says “You had to make this personal! You have 
forced our hand into making a show of force! We will make you regret insulting” this organization. 
This was the first organization under investigation by a detective with odd speech patterns named 
Looker. One member of this organization named  (*) Charon (SHARE-on) attempted to gather ransom 
money by threatening to make Stark Mountain erupt. The leader of this organization is first encountered by 
a statue on a hill east of their Eterna City headquarters. This organization employs admins named Mars, 
Jupiter, and Saturn, who kidnap the legendary Lake Trio Uxie (YOOK-see), Mesprit (MESS-prit), and Azelf 
(AZ-elf). For 10 points, name this organization, the primary antagonist of Pokémon Diamond, Pearl, and 
Platinum. 
ANSWER: Team Galactic <VGM> <CS> 
 

5. An important industrial product from this planet is actually the bodily waste of a gas-filled creature 
called a beldon. After losing a fight on Nar Shadda, Rahm Kota became an alcoholic and went into 
hiding on this planet. A man killed Kleef and Chop’aa Notimo on this planet in order to rescue the 
kidnapped Senator Garm Bel Iblis. Ecclessis Figg built a city on this planet by promising freedom to 
the enslaved (*) Ugnaughts that provided the labor. While being carried through a hallway on this planet, a 
character complained “well, at least you’re still in one piece, look what happened to me!” A mining colony 
on this planet that processed Tibanna gas was won in a game of sabacc. For 10 points, identify this planet 
home to Cloud City, whose administrator was Lando Calrissian. 
ANSWER: Bespin [do not prompt on “Cloud City”] <STW> <VP> 



 

 
6. A character with this surname walks by a monument that reads at the top "To the brave men and 

women who gave their lives so we could begin again." A character with this surname was suspended 
from school for believing the Apollo missions were real. Many years later, that character threw 
papers over a ledge while shouting "Eureka!" A space station with this name had a hospital 
overlooking a baseball field, from which a home run broke a skylight on a nearby house. A character 
with this surname received data on (*) quantum physics from the minute hand of a watch. A character 
with this name discovers that, for diplomatic and safety reasons, TARS has his honesty parameter set to 
ninety percent. For 10 points, identify this surname shared by the two main characters of Interstellar. 
ANSWER: Murphy Cooper [or Cooper Station; prompt on Coop] <MOV> <VP> 
 

7. After someone asked what would happen if he refused to sign a non-disclosure agreement, a 
character of this rank wise-cracked “we’ll beam you up to our spaceship.” A character of this rank 
was almost given mouth-to-mouth by Albert Reynolds after salvaging replacement control crystals 
from a damaged cargo ship. After using a long-range communications device to reach Destiny, a 
character of this rank was irritated after seeing he was in the uniform of a corporal. Selmak’s host, 
Jacob (*) Carter, held this rank. Michael E. Ryan and John P. Jumper, two real-life people who held this 
rank, both had cameos on Stargate: SG-1, as did a main cast member for the first seven seasons portrayed 
by Don S. Davis. For 10 points, identify this rank held by George Hammond as leader of Stargate 
Command. 
ANSWER: general [accept more specific ranks of general, like major general or lieutenant general; 
prompt on Chief of Staff of the Air Force] <SGA> <VP> 
 

8. On this planet, a woman cut her own cheek with her fingernail while acting like the cut was caused 
by a glass shard from a picture frame that had been thrown at a wall. An apartment on this planet 
had a wall painting of a mandala with yellow, red, and blue concentric rings. A bomb whose fuse was 
comprised of a (*) clothespin and half of a cigarette was used to blow up a cafe on this planet, trapping 
three women under the rubble with the resistance fighter who set the bomb. That fighter was the captain of 
a sports team called this planet’s “Buccaneers.” This planet’s city of Delphi had a museum containing the 
Arrow of Apollo. For 10 points, name this capital planet of the Twelve Colonies in Battlestar Galactica, 
whose ancient name was Capricorn. 
ANSWER: Caprica [or Capricorn before mention] <BSG> <VP> 
 

9. Description acceptable. During a failed attack on this planet, a character remarked, “I’m afraid the 
fault, dear Tain, is not in our stars, but in ourselves.” A doctor was admonished for nearly skipping a 
stone over a brown ocean on this planet. A character changed into a tuxedo before walking into that 
ocean in a series finale. This planet, located in the Omarion Nebula, was home to a species that sent a 
hundred (*) children out into the galaxy to explore and return home one day. The first planet that fit this 
description was attacked by a combined Tal Shiar and Obsidian Order fleet before a hundred and fifty 
Jem’Hadar fighters surprised and annihilated that fleet. For 10 points, identify this planet home to the 
leaders of the Dominion.  
ANSWER: homeworld of the Founders [accept descriptive answers mentioning the Founders; prompt on 
Dominion homeworld or capital planet] <DS9> <VP> 
 

10. While commanding this ship, a man vowed to chase his enemy “round the moons of Nibia and round 
the Antares maelstrom and round perdition’s flames” before giving up. Over the protest of Joachim, 
that commander of this ship was lured into battle by his enemy taunting, “I’m laughing at the 
superior intellect!” The crew aboard this ship made a catastrophic mistake by mistaking (*) Ceti 
Alpha V (five) for Ceti Alpha VI (six). A commander of this Miranda-class ship was defeated because he 
displayed “two-dimensional thinking” during the battle of the Mutara Nebula. This ship’s captain Clark 
Terrell vaporized himself rather than shoot an admiral, and that admiral used a prefix code to disable this 
ship’s shields during battle. For 10 points, name this Starfleet ship hijacked in Wrath of Khan.  
ANSWER: USS Reliant <TOS> <VP> 
 



 

11. It’s not on Teth, but this structure was built by an order of monks who believed in surgically 
removing their own brains to separate themselves from all physical distractions. A resident of this 
place, who was permitted to live as long as he made the owner of this place laugh every day, was a 
monkey-lizard from (*) Kowak. After a character timidly knocked on the door to this structure, a 
“tattletale” droid revealed itself, causing that character to respond “goodness gracious me.” A character in 
this building comments “I know that laugh” before a curtain is pulled back to reveal a crowd of laughing 
aliens, one of whom says “you may have been a good smuggler, but now you’re Bantha poodoo.” For 10 
points, name this domestic residence of a Hutt warlord on Tatooine.  
ANSWER: Jabba’s palace [or Jabba’s castle; prompt on answers describing Jabba’s home; accept Hutt 
castle] <STW> <VP> 
 

12. Note to moderator: read answerline carefully. Description acceptable. This person drew a sketch of 
Janaran Falls on a slab of rock using a phaser. This man was sentenced to life imprisonment in the 
Lazon II (two) labor camp. After joining a poker game, this character goes nearly all-in on his first 
hand before folding, saying to his opponent "you always had the better hand, in everything." This 
man was given a trombone before transferring to the U.S.S. Gandhi. He stunned Kira Nerys before 
faking a warp core breach aboard the (*) Defiant in order to steal it for the Maquis. A natural 
phenomena that caused transporter disruption stranded this man on Nervala IV (four) until he was picked 
up eight years later, where he was reunited with long-lost love Deanna Troi. For 10 points, name this 
duplicate of the Enterprise-D first officer. 
ANSWER: Lieutenant Thomas Riker [or Lieutenant Riker; or Tom Riker, or the duplicate of William 
T. Riker created by a transporter accident; prompt on Riker, DO NOT PROMPT answers only indicating 
"Commander William Riker" or "Will Riker"] <STM> <VP> 
 

13. In a film with this title, Robert Duvall cameoed as a priest silently swinging on a swing set. Kevin 
McCarthy, the star of the first film to bear this title, appears as a man who nearly gets run over by a 
San Francisco health inspector played by Donald Sutherland. The 1956 version of this film originally 
ended with McCarthy screaming “You’re next” as a convoy of trucks rolls by. A 2007 remake, which 
does not share this title, sees the crashing (*) space shuttle Patriot introducing an alien organism to Earth 
which causes people to lose their individuality and emotions. For 10 points, identify this 1978 remake 
which features an evil Leonard Nimoy, a young Jeff Goldblum, and a whole lot of big plant pods. 
ANSWER: Invasion of the Body Snatchers <MOV> <TE> 
 

14. One of these people reminisces about how much she and others screamed on a rollercoaster ride, 
until someone else points out that was thrilling and not unpleasant. A character who is discovered to 
NOT be one of these people is small, yellow, wears a top hat, and first appears after a warning is 
issued to watch out for (*) "wacky, zany characters that suddenly appear." One of these people wears light 
blue pajamas with a matching nightcap, supposedly had a homosexual encounter with his brother on 
vacation, and is named Sleepy Gary. These people cannot plant negative false memories, so the family 
starts shooting everyone whom they remember fondly. For 10 points, identify these people who are 
discovered to not actually be real people before being massacred by Rick and Morty. 
ANSWER: alien parasites [or memory parasites, or space parasites; prompt on fake family members or 
fake people] (the episode is "Total Rickall") <WHM> <VP> 
 

15. The initial treatment for this episode contained the gruesome death of two main characters via 
decapitation and electrocution, but the only death that was filmed is caused by a console explosion 
with shrapnel literally made of rocks. Prune juice is declared to be "a warrior’s drink" in this 
episode. Other than the series premiere, this is the only episode when the phrase (*) "Now hear this" 
can be heard. After an enemy commander transmits "surrender and prepare to be boarded" during this 
episode, a captain angrily mutters "that will be the day" before firing back. A character in this episode 
volunteers to travel back in time to avert a war. For 10 points, name this dark episode featuring the 
reappearance of Tasha Yar, when the Enterprise-D encounters the Enterprise-C.  
ANSWER: “Yesterday’s Enterprise” <TNG> <VP> 
 



 

16. In an imaginary log cabin in the mountains, a character says "something is missing" just before this 
device completes its job and makes a sound, reminding him of what he needed. After retrieving 
explosive bullets from a small arms locker, a pilot leading a fire team quips "let’s go [this device] 
shopping." If Riker had refused to participate in the trial determining Data’s sentience, Captain 
Louvois (lowf-WAH) would summarily rule Data as (*) one of these devices. Virtual Six, or Angel Six, 
tells Baltar she considers this word racist. Captain Janeway joked her replicator held a grudge against her 
after she once called it a glorified one of them. Characters in Battlestar Galactica derisively refer to Cylons 
as these devices. For 10 points, identify this kind of device, including a "Brave Little" one that went to 
Mars. 
ANSWER: toaster (the first clue is from Star Trek Generations, the second clue is from the Battlestar 
Galactica episode "Valley of Darkness") <CCL> <VP> 
 

17. Note to players: ship and location required. We’re looking for answers like “the bathroom of the 
Enterprise-B” or “cargo hold of the Space Battleship Yamato.” In this location, a copy of The Faerie 
Queen is given by Michael Sullivan to his love interest, Katie O’Clare. This location is where the 
henchman Lonzak was forced by pheromones to set free Arachnia, the Queen of the Spider People. 
This location is the primary setting for the episodes "Fair Haven" and (*) "Bride of Chaotica!," the 
latter of which was mostly shot in black and white. A Cardassian spy set a trap here that triggered after her 
death when Tuvok opened a narrative parameters file, imprisoning him and Paris in a made-up Maquis 
insurrection against Janeway. For 10 points, identify this location on an Intrepid-class ship, which simulates 
various user-created environments. 
ANSWER: holodecks on the USS Voyager <VOY> <VP> 
 

18. The finale of this series begins with a small alien swimming around on the ocean floor eating the 
crystal shard remnants of two of his friends so they can be resurrected later. The Qualta Blade, a 
blade/rifle hybrid weapon, was owned by a Luxan on this series named (*) D’Argo. A gunship on this 
series named Talyn was the offspring of the living ship Moya, whose pilot named Pilot was a puppet 
created by the Jim Henson Company. Aeryn Sun deserted the Peacekeeper military empire to save the 
protagonist of this series, John Crichton, an astronaut whose ship was sucked into a wormhole to a distant 
part of the universe. For 10 points, name this eccentric Australian series starring Claudia Black and Ben 
Browder until its 2003 cancellation.  
ANSWER: Farscape [accept Farscape: The Peacekeeper Wars] <OTV> <VP> 
 

19. The servers of this organization were flooded with seven zettabytes of explicit images after they tried 
to regain control of a rogue ship. This organization employs soldiers named dragoons which wield 
orange lashes, and a large, heavy mech called the Atlas. This organization performed human 
experimentation on a child from Eden Prime, code-named Subject Zero. A coup attempt by this 
organization at the request of (*) Councillor Udina failed after the assassination of a co-councillor by Kai 
Leng was foiled. Their leader is almost always seen smoking on a chair in a dark room overlooking a red 
supergiant. That man, voiced by Michael Sheen, is the Illusive Man. For 10 points, identify this 
paramilitary pro-human group in Mass Effect named for a three-headed dog. 
ANSWER: Cerberus <VGM> <VP> 
 

20. For his attack on this planet, a bounty was placed on the head of Fenn Shysa. An invasion of this 
planet was repelled with the assistance of an elderly man with birth defects known only as 
“Ninety-nine.” Jocasta Nu was both unaware of and unable to locate this planet, but a Besalisk 
reported its location as outside the (*) Rishi Maze. In one game, Juno Eclipse was held hostage on this 
planet, and is possibly killed depending on the player’s choices. Their residents are friendly depending on 
“how big your pocketbook is.” Before revealing the identity of her employer, Zam Wessel was killed by a 
saberdart from this planet. Taun We lived in this planet’s capital of Tipoca City. For 10 points, name this 
rainy planet where the clone army was grown. 
ANSWER: Kamino <STW> <VP> 
 



 

21. One character in this film states he would have no problem pimp slapping the shiznit out of a 
character played by Bill Hader, who later mentions “You’ve got to fake my death, I can’t listen to 
sitar music anymore!” In this film, Neil Armstrong comments to Buzz Aldrin “I didn’t see anything” 
while they watch a fistfight on the Apollo 11 catwalk. After being asked to “make love, not war,” the 
villain of this film responds “I (*) prefer to do both.” A character in this film experiences a craving for 
chocolate milk, which relieve temporal fracture headaches. Another character in this film keeps saying “It’s 
just Boris!” after people keep calling him Boris the Animal. For 10 points, name this film featuring Josh 
Brolin as a young Agent K teaming up with Agent J, played by Will Smith.  
ANSWER: Men in Black 3 [do not prompt on “Men in Black”] <MOV> <VP> 
 
 
 

  


